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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND RESULTS 
In 1986, G. Butler, H. I. Freedman, and P. Waltman and G. Butler and 
P. Waltman published two consecutive papers, [4, 51, respectively, on the 
notion of persistence. They investigated dynamical systems in locally com- 
pact metric spaces and gave various conditions guaranteeing uniform per- 
sistence. As a matter of fact, they have found an abstract formulation of an 
argument that has been used frequently in mathematical biology, especially 
in studying such qualitative properties of predator-prey models as perma- 
nent co-existence and competitive exclusion. For results of this type as well 
as for the biological background in general, see the references in [4, 51. 
The aim of the present paper is to reconsider the notion of uniform 
persistence in the light of Co&y’s theory of invariant sets [7] as well as 
to generalize the results of [4, 51. 
We prove first a preliminary result (Theorem 1) that can be considered 
as a prototype of all persistence results. For this reason, it is not surprising 
that Theorem 1 is a simple special case of Theorem 3.1 in [5], the main 
result of abstract persistence theory developed in [4, 5). Nevertheless, we 
state Theorem 1 separately because of the simple nature of its proof 
(especially in the compact case) and because it is independent of techniques 
used in [4, 51. 
The main result of the present paper, Theorem 2, is obtained by 
weakening the conditions of Theorem 1. These weakened conditions are 
formulated in terms of chain recurrence. Finally, we point out that 
Theorem 3.1 of [ 51 is implied by Theorem 2. 
Our terminology and notation follow those used in [4, 51 and are, more 
or less, identical to those of [3]. 
Let (8, d) be a locally compact metric space and let E be a closed subset 
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of &‘. The interior and the boundary of E are denoted by l? and 8E, 
respectively. 
Let x be a dynamical system on E. Given a point x E E, the o-limit set 
and the u-limit set of x are denoted by /1’(x) and n-(x), respectively. 
Given a compact invariant set 0 # Mc E, the stable set and the unstable 
set of M are defined by 
and 
W+(M)= {x~EI/i+(x)#@ and /l+(x)c M) 
WP(M)=(x~EjA-(x)#@ and A ~-(x)c M}, 
respectively. (Note that x E W + (M) if and only if d(rr(x, t ), M) -+ 0 as 
t -+ co.) Let us recall that M is said to be an attractor if there is an a > 0 
such that {x E E 1 d(x, M) < a} c W+(M). Here of course, d(x, M) = 
inf(d(x, m) 1 m EM}, the distance between XE E and M c E. The 
(Hausdorff) distance between two compact subsets C and D of E is defined 
by d,(C,D)=max{sup{d(x, C)IXED}, sup(d(x, D)lxeC). Further, M 
is said to be positively asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable (i.e., for 
each E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that d(x(x, t), M) < E whenever t > 0 
and d(x, M) < 6) and it is an attractor. The notion of negative asymptotic 
stability is defined by reversal of time. 
Let us recall some basic facts concerning asymptotic stability in compact 
metric spaces. The importance of these facts was recognized by Conley [7] 
who made them the starting point of his theory of attractor-repeller pairs. 
The present paper is written in the spirit of Conley [73. Unfortunately, 
there are serious notational and terminological discrepancies between 
Conley [7] and the theory of persistence developed in [4, 51. (For exam- 
ple, attractors as defined by Conley [7] are referred to as asymptotically 
stable in the present paper.) To avoid confusion, we have recalled/we will 
recall all the basic definitions from [3-S] and now we restate the results of 
[7, Sections 11.5.1.A and B] in a form adapted to the results of Butler, 
Freedman, and Waltman [4], and Butler and Waltman [S]: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a compact metric space and let z be a 
dynamical system on X. Further, let R # X be a negatively asymptotically 
stable compact invariant set in X. Then W--(R) is open and A =X\ W-(R) 
is the maximal compact invariant set in X\ R. Further, A # 0 and A is 
positively asymptoticaily stable with W •c (A) = X\ R. 
A closed invariant set 0 #M c E is said to be isolated (from closed 
invariant sets) if there exists a neighborhood U of M such that U does not 
contain any (closed) invariant sets except those contained in M. 
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The behaviour of dynamical systems near isolated invariant sets in 
locally compact metric spaces is described by the 
URA-KIMURA THEOREM [ l&8]. Let X be a locally compact separable 
metric space and let n be a dynamical system on X. Finally, let @ # H be a 
non-open compact invariant set isolated from closed invariant sets. Then one 
and only one of the following alternatives holds: 
(a) H is positively asymptotically stable. 
(b) H is negatively asymptotically stable. 
(c) There exist points XEX\H and ~EX\H such that 
I2/#A+(x)cHand@#A-(y)cH. 
We have recalled the Ura-Kimura theorem as it is cited by Egawa [8]. 
(The original result in [ 11, pp. 26-3 1 ] is subdivided into several technical 
lemmas.) For our purposes, we restate this theorem in a form that is valid 
whether H is non-open or not: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a locally compact separable metric space and 
let II be a dynamical system on X. Finally, let @ # H be a compact isolated 
invariant set in X: (A) Suppose that W-(H)\ H = 0. Then H is asymptoti- 
cally stable. (B) Suppose that W+(H)\ H = 0. Then H is negatively 
asymptotically stable. 
The equivalence of the Ura-Kimura theorem to Proposition 2 can be 
seen easily. 
For brevity, we restrict ourselves to deduce Proposition 2B from the 
Ura-Kimura theorem. 
Assume that the conditions of Proposition 2B are satisfied. For E > 0, let 
S(H, E) = {xe XI d(x, H) < E}. By an easy compactness argument, the 
family of sets S(H, E) c X, E > 0 is a neighborhood basis for H, We 
distinguish two cases according as H is open or not. If H is open, then 
H = S(H, E,J for some e0 > 0 and then, by definition, H is negatively 
asymptotically stable. If H is non-open, then S(H, E) \ H # 0 for each E > 0. 
Since W+(H)\H=@, it follows that S(H,&)\ W’(H)#@ for each E>O. 
In other words, H is not an attractor and, a fortiori, H is not asymptoti- 
cally stable. An immediate application of the Ura-Kimura theorem yields 
that H is negatively asymptotically stable. (Case (c) is excluded simply by 
W+(H)\H= 0.) 
2. A SIMPLE PERSISTENCE RESULT 
From now on, we assume that a,!? is invariant and that z is dissipative, 
i.e. n+(x)#@ for all XEE and the set Q(~c)=U{A’(X)IXEE} has 
compact closure. 
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Let us recall here that any locally compact metric space can be expressed 
as a free union of separable subspaces [6, Theorem lO.A.181. In other 
words, d can be written as the disjoint union U { E, Iy E r} where E,, y E F 
is a separable, open-closed subset of 8. It is evident that E, is invariant for 
7~. Since n + (x) # 0 for all x E E, it follows easily that En E, # Qr if and 
only if Q(z) n E, # 0. Since Q(n) has compact closure and {E, I y E F} is 
an open cover for Q(X), we conclude that 52(n) c u{E,.,I i= 1,2, . . . . n} for 
some * i,, y2, . . . . yn E IY Consequently, E c U (E,, 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . n). In par- 
titular, E is separable. This observation is essential. The separability of E 
is equivalent (see, e.g., [2]) to the metrizability of k, the one-point 
compactilication of E, and is needed for applying Theorem 11 of [2], the 
crucial part of the proof of our Theorem 1 below. 
Remark 1. It is worthwhile to mention that many theorems of 
topological dynamics have required locally compact metric spaces to be 
separable. As a consequence of [6, Theorem lO.A.181 (a result due to P. S. 
Alexandroff [ 1 ] in 1924), this separability condition can be relaxed. (For 
example, in case of the Ura-Kimura theorem, the separability condition 
can be dropped. The details are left to the reader.) 
The dynamical system rc is said to be weakly persistent (see [4, 51) if 
lim sup{d(z(x, t), 8E) 1 t + cc } > 0 for all x E B or, equivalently (since x is 
dissipative), if g n n + (8E) = 0. Further, 71 is said to be persistent (resp. 
untformly persistent) (see [4, 51) if for all XE E, lim inf{d(n(x, t), dE) 1 
r-+co}>O (resp. lim inf{d(z(x, t), 8E) 1 t + CG} 3 fi for some p > 0 
independent of x). 
THEOREM I. Let (8, d) be a locally compact metric space and let E be a 
closed subset $8. Suppose we are given a dissipative dynamical system 7~ on 
E ,for which 8E is invariant. Further, assume that 
(la) there exists a y >O such that the set {-YE El d(x, JE) < ;‘I 
contains no entire trajectories, and 
(2a) l?nA+(aE)=@, 
Then 7c is uniformly persistent. 
Proof There is nothing to prove if L?= 0 or 8E= 0. Thus, we may 
assume that g# 0 and aE # 0. We distinguish two cases according as E 
is compact or not. 
Assume that E is compact. Conditions (la) and (2a) imply that X= E 
and H = aE meet the requirements of Proposition 2B. Hence aE is 
negatively asymptotically stable. Applying Proposition 1 for R = aE, we 
obtain that there is a non-empty compact invariant set A in E that is 
asymptotically stable with W+(A) = k. Since d(n(x, t), A +(x)) + 0 as 
f--+ z [3, p. 1191 and /1 ‘(.Y)c A for all -YE& we conclude that 
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lim inf{d(rr(x, t), 8E) 1 t -+ co> >min{d(a, 8E)la~A) =/3>0 for all x~g. 
In other words, rc is uniformly persistent. 
In the second case, suppose that E is not compact. Let b denote the one- 
point compactilication of E. The dynamical system rc is extended to a 
dynamical system 72 on B by letting r?(o, t) = w  for all t E R, where o 
denotes the point at infinity. Then {w} is negatively asymptotically stable 
for 72 [2, Theorem 111. (Note that what we call here dissipativeness, is 
called ultimate boundedness in [2].) Applying Proposition 1, there exists a 
compact invariant set S # 0 in E which is asymptotically stable for x with 
W+(S) = E. Note that Sn (dE) # @ (in fact, Sn (8E) is the maximal com- 
pact invariant set in LIE). Consider n 1 S, the restriction of rc on S and let 
X= S, H= R = Sn (c?E). By the same arguments we used in the compact 
case, we obtain that S n (8E) is negatively asymptotically stable for rc 1 S 
and there is a non-empty compact invariant set A in S\ (dE) c & which is 
asymptotically stable for XI S with W:(A) = S\(BE). Here of course, 
Wf (A) denotes the stable set of A pertaining to K 1 S. 
It remains to prove that A is asymptotically stable for z with 
W+(A)=E. 
Recall that A is the maximal compact invariant set in S\ (8E) for rc 1 S, 
where S is the maximal compact invariant set in E. If follows easily that A 
is the maximal compact invariant set in E\ (8E) = ~3?. In particular, A is an 
isolated invariant set. If Qr # n-(x) c A, then {X(X, t) I t E R} has compact 
closure and XES. Recall that A = S\ W;(Sn (c?E)), where W;(Sn (c?E)) 
denotes the unstable set of Sn (iYE) pertaining to 7c I S. Consequently, 
Qr # /1- (x) c A implies x E A. Applying Proposition 2A with X= E and 
H = A, we obtain that A is asymptotically stable for rc. 
Choose x E 8 arbitrarily. Since W+(S) = E, condition (2a) implies that 
,4+(x)n(S\(i?E))#@. Pick a y~A+(x)n(S\(dE)) and consider the set 
,4+(y). Recall that Wg(A)=S\(aE). Therefore, @#/i+(y)cA. On the 
other hand, since n’(y) is contained in n+(x), n+(x) n A # 0. The 
asymptotic stability of A implies that Qr #/1+(x(x, t)) c A for some t E R. 
Since /i+(rc(x, t))= n’(x) for all TV R, we conclude that XE W+(A). 
Thus, A is asymptotically stable with W+(A) =.& As in the compact 
case, uniform persistence follows immediately by choosing j3 as 
min{d(a,8E)IaEA}>O. 
Remark 2. The converse of Theorem 1 is true as well. In fact, uniform 
persistence (of arbitrary dynamical systems in metric spaces with 8E 
invariant) implies (la) and (2a). This follows directly from the definition of 
uniform persistence. 
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3. WEAKENING CONDITIONS (la) AND (2a) 
In order to generalize the results of [4, 51, we recall first the definition 
of chain recurrence (resp. chain equivalence) in [7]. 
As in the proof Theorem 1, let S denote the maximal compact invariant 
set in E. (If E is compact, then S = E.) Note that Sn (8E) is the maximal 
compact invariant set in i3E and consider the restriction of n on S n (aE). 
Let @ # Y be a closed invariant subset of S n (a,?) and let c > 0. 
An (Y, E, z)-chain is a finite or countable sequence of points y, E Y and 
times t, 2 z such that d(rc( y,, t,), y,, i) < E. The points which are 
(Y,.s,t)-accessible from JJEY are P(Y,&,t,y)={,?~yl~=~‘~+, for 
some finite (Y, E, r)-chain with y, = J?, ke N}. Let P( Y, y) = 
fi {P(Y,s,r,y)lr>O and E>O). Two points y and z in Y are called 
Y-chain equivalent if y E P( Y, z) and z E P( Y, y). It is well known [7] that 
Y-chain equivalence is a closed transitive (but not necessarily reflexive) 
relation. The Y-chain recurrent set is defined by R,(Y)= 
{ y E Y 1 .r E P( Y, y)}. The set R,( Y) is closed and invariant [7] and it is 
clearly the union of Y-chain equivalence classes. It is easily seen that 
R,(Sn (aE))= R,,(aE), where R,,,,(dE) is the chain recurrent set for 
nl dE defined in Nitecki [9]. (Note that aE is not necessarily compact 
and that Conley’s original concepts [7] of chain recurrence (resp. chain 
equivalence) were elaborated in the compact case.) 
Now we are in a position to formulate 
THEOREM 2. Let (8, d) be a locally compact metric space and let E be u 
closed subset of 6. Suppose we are given a dissipative dynamical system rc on 
E for which dE is invariant. Further, assume that for each component C ef 
the Sn (aE)-recurrent set R,(Sn (aE)) 
(1 b) there exists a y = y(C) > 0 such that the set {x E 81 d(x, C) < y ) 
contains no entire trajectories, and 
(2b) En W'(C)=@. 
Then 71 is uniformly persistent. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may assume that J?# 0 and 
aE # 0. It is enough to prove that conditions (la) and (2a) are satisfied. 
Suppose not, i.e., suppose at first that 0 # ,4 +(x) c aE for some x E 2. 
Note that /i+(x) is a compact connected invariant subset of Sn (aE) 
and R,(A+(x))cR,(Sn(aE)). Since R,(A+(x))=A+(x) [7, Sec- 
tion 11.6.3.C], n+(x) is contained in some component C of Rc(Sn (aE)), 
a contradiction. Thus, condition (2a) is implied by condition (2b). 
Second, suppose that condition (la) is not satisfied. In other words, 
there exists a sequence of points (x,} ;” c ,?? such that { rc(x,, t) I t E R} c 
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{XEQd(X, aE)< l/n}, n= 1,2 ).... Note that @ #A +(x,) c S and con- 
sider the sets n +(x,) as points in the space of compact subsets of S 
endowed with the Hausdorff metric d,. By passing to a subsequence, we 
may assume there exists a compact subset a# K of S n (aE) such that 
d,(K, A + (x,)) < l/n, n = 1, 2, . . . . The connectedness of /1+ (x,), n = 1, 2, . . . 
implies that K is connected. Since /1+(x,), n = 1,2, . . . is invariant, the 
continuity of rr implies that K is invariant. 
Now we prove that R,(K) = K. Let r > 0 and E > 0. Choose y, z E K 
arbitrarily. We show that z is (K, E, r)-accessible from y. By a simple com- 
pactness argument, there exists a 6 > 0 such that d(?t(Z, t), rc($ t)) < s/2 
whenever d(l, 2) < 6, 1 E K, ?:;E E, 1 t 1 < 27. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that 6 < s/2. Fix n E N so that l/n < 6/2. Choose p, q E A +(x,) so 
that d(p, y) < 6/2, d(q,z) < 6/2. Note that d(rc(x,, t), n+(x,)) --+ 0 as t + co. 
By the definition of /i +(x,), there exist T,, T2 > 0 such that T2 - T, > 7, 
44x,, T,), P) < W2, 44x,, Td, q) < V, and 46~ t), A +(x,)) < W2 
for all t3 T,. Since dH(K, /i +(x,)) < l/n < 6/2, we conclude that 
44x,> T,), y) < 6, d(n(x,, T,), z) < 6, and d(n(x,, t), K) < 6 for all t 3 T,. 
Choosek~NandT,=s,<s,<,<~..<s,<s,,,=T,s~thatt~=s~+,- 
si E [z, 271 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . k. Set wi = rc(x,, si) and choose yie K so that 
Yo=YT Ykfl- -z, and d(w,, yi) ~6. Hence d(n(y,, tJ, n(w,, ti))<E/2 and 
d(n(w;, ti), yi+l)=d(wi+I, yi+i)<S<s/2, for i=O, 1, 2, . . . . k. Therefore, 
d(n(yi, t;h yi+ 1) 6 d(nn(yi, ti), n(Wi, ti)) + d(n(wi, ti), .~i+ 1) < ~3 for i=O, 1, 
2, . . . . k; i.e., z E P(K, E, 7, y) and consequently, z E P(K, y). By the same 
reasoning, y E P(K, z). Thus, R,(K) = K. 
Since @ #K is a compact connected invariant subset of S n (8E) and 
K= R,(K) c R,(Sn (c?E)), we obtain that K is contained in some com- 
ponent C of R,(Sn (3E)). Recall that d,,(K, A+(x,)) < l/n, n = 1,2, . . . . 
Consequently, /1 +(x,) c {x E E I d(x, C) < l/n}, n = 1,2, . . . . Note that 
/1 +(x,) n E is invariant. By condition (lb), it follows that /i +(x,) c aE, 
x, E in W’(aE) for n sufficiently large, contradicting (2a). 
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 2-more precisely, the verification of 
R,(K) = K-is modelled after [lo]. In the “Appendix on chain recurrence” 
of his remarkable paper, Robinson used [ 10, p. 4291 the Hausdorff metric 
to prove a result of Conley [7, Section 11.6.3.B.l that (in the context of the 
present paper) can be stated as R,(R,(Sn (aE))) = R,(Sn (c?E)). Actually, 
for each x E R,(S n (aE)), Robinson’s method yields the slightly stronger 
statement that R,( C,) = C, = { y E S n (aE) 1 x and y are S n (aE)-chain 
equivalent} = { y E C, 1 x and y are C,-chain equivalent}, where C, is the 
component of R,(Sn (aE)) that contains x. All the above results point out 
that the property of being chain recurrent is an inner property of the chain 
recurrent set and enable one to find the components of R,(Sn (aE)). Nate 
that N(aE) c R,(Sn (aE)) [7, Section 11.6.2.B.1, where N(aE) = {x~ i3Elx 
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is a nonwandering point for 71) aE>. In particular, 4 + (x) c R,(S n (dE)) 
for all x E LYE. 
Consider rt 1 S n (8E), the restriction of rr on S n (8E). (Note that S n (8E) 
is the maximal compact invariant set in E). For brevity, we say that the 
collection & = {M,, Mz, . . . . M,} is a Morse decomposition for z 1 S n (8E) 
if M,, M,, . . . . M, are pairwise disjoint, compact isolated invariant sets for 
n( S n (8E) with the property that for each x E S n (dE) there are integers 
i=i(x) andj=j(x) with i<jand such that A+(x)cMi, A-(x)cM,, and 
if i = j, then x E Mi = M,. Conley’s definition of Morse decomposition [7, 
p. 401 is given in terms of attractor-repeller pairs. The equivalence of these 
two definitions is established in [7, Section 11.7.1.B. and C.]. 
COROLLARY. Let (8, d) be a localy compact metric space and let E be a 
closed subset of &. Suppose we are given a dissipative dynamical system z on 
E for which aE is invariant. Let A? = {M, , M,, . . . . M,} be a Morse decom- 
position for II 1 S n (aE). (Here, of course, S is the maximal compact 
invariant set in E.) Further, assume that for each ig { 1, 2, . . . . n} 
(lc) there exists a y>O such that the set (x&.)d(x, Mi)<y} 
contains no entire trajectories, and 
(2~) l?n Wf(Mj) = a. 
Then TC is uniformly persistent. 
Proof. By a fundamental result on Morse decompositions [7, Sec- 
tionII.7.1.A.1, R,(Sn(8E))cU(MjIi= 1,2, . . . . n}. It follows immediately 
that each component C of R,(S n (8E)) is contained in Mi for some 
i = i(C). Therefore, conditions (lb) and (2b) are implied by conditions (lc) 
and (2c), respectively. Hence uniform persistence follows from Theorem 2. 
In conclusion, we point out that the Corollary is a reformulation of 
Theorem 3.1 in [S], the main result of abstract persistence theory 
developed in [4, 51. This is far from being trivial and is based on 
PROPOSITION 3 [S, Theorem 4.11. Let X be a locally compact metric 
space and let 71 be a dynamical system on X. Let H be a compact isolated 
invariant set. (A) Suppose there is an XE X\ W+(H) for which A+(x)n 
H#0. Then A+(x)n W+(H)\H# 0, A+(x)n W-(H)\H#@. 
(B) Suppose there is an x E X\ W-(H) for which A -(x) n H # 0. 
Then A-(x)n W-(H)\H#@, A-(x)n W’(H)\H#0. 
In order to recall Theorem 3.1 of [ 51, we need some definition 
(cf. [4, 51) first. 
Given two isolated invariant sets H and K (not necessarily distinct), H 
is chained to K, written H + K, if there exists an .x$ H u K such that 
W/139/2-6 
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x E W-(H) n W+(K). A finite sequence Hi, H,, . . . . H, of isolated invariant 
sets is a chain if H, + H, -+ . . . +H, (H1+H, if k=l). The chain is a 
cycle if Hk = H,. 
Consider rc 1 aE, the restriction of 7c on aE. The collection .4? = 
{Ml, M,, . ..Y M,} is an isoluted covering ofQ(z(dE)= U{A+(x)(x~al?) if 
M, 5 M,, .a., M, are pairwise disjoint, compact isolated invariant sets for 
nli?E and U{Mili= 1, 2, . . . . rr} 3 Q(n 1 Z). If no subset of the M, forms a 
cycle, then we may assume that i < j whenever Mj + Mi. Throughout the 
present paper, an isolated covering of Q(rc 1 dE) satisfying this latter 
condition is called acyclic. (Butler and Waltman [S] call &? acyclic if no 
subset of the M, forms a cycle. Besides, they require that each Mi should 
be also isolated for rc.) 
Now we are in a position to recall Theorem 3.1 of [5]. 
BUTLER-WALTMAN THEOREM [S, Theorem 3.11. Let (8, d) be u locally 
compact metric space and let E be a closed subset of 8. Suppose we are given 
a dissipative dynamical system rc on E for which aE is invariant. Let 4 = 
{MI, M,, . . . . M,) be an acyclic isolated covering of 52(x ( aE). Further, 
assume that for each iE { 1, 2, . . . . n}, conditions (lc) and (2~) are satisfied. 
Then n is uniformly persistent. 
The equivalence of the Butler-Waltman theorem to the corollary is 
established by the following 
LEMMA. Any acyclic isolated covering of sZ(n I aE) is a Morse decomposi- 
tion for 7~ IS n (aE) and conversely. 
Proof Let J&! = {M,, MZ, . . . . M,} be an acyclic isolated covering of 
Q(nlaE). We have to show that & is a Morse decomposition for 
rcl Sn (aE). Note that n+(x), XE aE is a non-void compact connected 
invariant subset of Sn (aE) (and that a similar statement holds for 
/1-(x), x E S(aE)). Consequently, for each XE aE, there is an integer 
i=i(x) such that n’(x)c Mi, XE W+(M,). 
Choose an XE Sn (aE). It remains to prove that /1-(x) c Mj, 
x E W-(M,), for some i = j(x). Since n -(x) is connected, it is enough to 
prove that n I c lJ {Mi ( i = 1,2, . . . . n 1. Suppose not; i.e., suppose there is 
a yen-(x), y$U{M,li= 42, . . . . n}. It is easily seen that /1 +(y) c n -(x). 
Hence A-(x)nMicv,3n’(y)nM,(,,=A+(y)Zla. Observe that 
x$U(W-‘(M,)li= 1, 2, . . . . n}. In particular, x E X\ W-‘(MiCyJ). Applying 
Proposition 3B with H = MjCYj, we obtain that K(x)n W-(M,(,,,)\ 
MiCyJf@. Let zO= y and choose a z,EA-(x)n W-(Mi~rO~)\Mi~zO~. 
Repeating the same arguments, we construct a sequence of points 
bJ”EN c S n (aE) such that z, + , E A-(x)n W-(Mi(zn))\Mi(.zn), nEN. In 
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particular, MjCzOj + MiCz,) -+ ... -+ MiC,,) -+ . . . . It follows immediately that 
a subset of the Mj forms a cycle, a contradiction. 
The proof of the converse statement follows a similar pattern and is left 
to the reader. 
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